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By Harpreet Singh Grewal, MD, and Atul K. Mehta, MD Cleveland Clinic is a nonprofit academic medical center. Advertising on our website helps support our mission. We do not approve of the non-Cleveland Clinic Products or Services Policy Fleischner Society once again updated guidelines addressing
accidentally discovered pulmonary nodules. The main differences from the 2005 guidelines and the 2013 updates include a higher size threshold, which necessitates radiographic follow-up; Greater flexibility in the choice of follow-up interval depending on the morphology of the nodes and patient
preferences; and longer radiographic observation of suspicious subsolid nodules. The guidelines are designed to simplify management, encourage patient-centric decision-making and reduce unnecessary follow-up surveys. They are targeted at patients over 35 years of age because the incidence of lung
cancer is very low in young patients. These guidelines do not apply to immunocompromised patients or patients with known primary lung cancer. General recommendations include obtaining a contiguous fine section of CT (≤ 1.5 mm, usually 1 mm) with sagittal and coronal reconstructions and using low
radiation follow-up scans. In the current guidelines, if the estimated risk of developing cancer is 1 percent, follow-up will not be recommended. Factors associated with increased risk include larger node size, spice, location of upper lobe, presence of emphysema or pulmonary fibrosis, age age, female
gender (non-usable nodules only), family history, African American or native Hawaiian race and, most importantly, the history of smoking. For a summary of updates, see the table; We also discuss the key recommendations below based on the size of the nodules, quantity and morphology along with the
risk to patients. The table is reissued from MacMahon et al. with the permission of the Radiological Society of North America. Single, solid, non-calified nodules Solid nodules of 6 mm do not require regular follow-up treatment, as even among high-risk patients the estimated risk of such a node is
malignant, significantly less than 1 percent. However, this risk increases to 1 to 5 percent for nodules with suspicious morphology and/or top-share location, and therefore a follow-up in 12 months should be considered. For low-risk patients with a single, uncalified solid node measuring 6-8 mm, the initial
follow-up is recommended for six to 12 months depending on the size, morphology and preference of the patients. One follow-up examination is usually enough, but nodules with suspicious morphology or uncertain will require further follow-up research in 18-24 months. For patients with high risk with a
single, solid, uncalified recommended 6-8 mm node, exams for 6-12 months and 18-24 months. The average risk of cancer in patients with nodules of 8 mm by 3% depends on the patient's characteristics. For patients single, non-calified nodules with a diameter of more than 8 mm, appropriate variants
include repetition of CT for three months, receipt of combined positron emission tomography (PET) and CT, tissue sampling or combination depending on size, morphology, comorbidities and other factors. Multiple, hard, non-calified nodules Multiple, hardened non-calified nodules with a diameter of less
than 6 mm are a common conclusion on CT and almost always represent benign etiology, most often granulomas or intralight lymph nodes. For this reason, non-regular follow-up is generally recommended, although a 12-month follow-up CT may be appropriate in high-risk patients. These
recommendations exempt patients with known malignancies and patients with clinical evidence of active infection or immunocompromization status, for whom short-term follow-up treatment may be indicated, excluding metastatic malignancies or infection, respectively. For patients with at least one 6 mm
or more noduce, a three to six-month follow-up followed, taking into account the second scan of 18-24 months for high-risk patients. Where the dominant node is large, guidelines for single nodules of this size should be adhered to. Clean ground glass nodules For patients with clean dirt nodes (GGNs)
with a diameter of less than 6 mm, regular follow-up patrols are usually not recommended. However, the revised guidelines include optional two to four years of follow-up to individual subjects with nodules close to 6 mm or those with clinical or radiographic features that put them at higher risk. This
somewhat ambiguous recommendation was prompted by the recognition that 10 per cent of such nodules could grow and that 1 per cent could switch to adenocarcinoma within years. For patients with pure GGNs of 6 mm, follow-up for six to 12 months and then every two years to five years is
recommended, given that some of these nodules are lazy adenocarcinomas (3 percent in one major screening study). Single, partially solid lung nodules (PSNs) Depending on the size of the solid component, PSNs can represent adenocarcinoma on the spot, minimally invasive adenocarcinoma or
invasive adenocarcinoma. For this reason, a follow-up CT in three to six months and then annually for five years is recommended for all PSNs ≥ 6 mm. PSNs with suspicious morphology, a growing solid component or solid component of the 8 mm should be evaluated with PET/CT, biopsy or resection.
Several, subsolid light nodules A few PSNs less than 6 mm often about infectious etiology, but can also represent adenomatous hyperplasia or adenocarcinoma on the spot. If these nodules persist after three to six months of follow-up, further follow-up is recommended for two and four years to confirm
stability. Follow-up recommendations are similar to those with at least one zgt; 6 mm, with that the risk of multiple primary adenocarcinoma is higher in this group. Dr. Howeal is an employee of the Respiratory Institute. Dr. Mehta is an employee of the Department of Pulmonary Medicine. Guidelines for the
management of random pulmonary nodules found on CT images: From the Fleishner Society 2017 by MacMahon et al. Radiology (2017) DOI10.1148/radiol.2017161659. (Epub ahead of printing) Guidelines for the management of small pulmonary nodules found on CT: a statement from the Fleishner
MacMahon Society et al. Radiology (2005) 237:395-400 Recommendations for the management of salted pulmonary nodules found in CT: a statement from the Fleeshner Society. By Naidich DP. radiology (2013) 266 (1):304-17. CT screening for lung cancer: the frequency and significance of partially
solid and non-solid nodules. Claudia I. Henschke et al. AJR 2002;178:1053-1057 Pulmonary periphysiser nodules on CT: rapid growth is not a predictor of malignancy de Hoop B. radiology (2012) 265 (2):611-6 Periphysisural nodules seen at CT screening for lung cancer An et al. Radiology (2010) 254
(3):949-956 Accidental periphysiure nodes on a conventional thoracic COMputed tomography: lung cancer or not? Mets et al. Eur Radiol (2017) DOI 10.1007/s00330-017-5055-x Epub Ahead of Printing Random periphysiocal nodules on the usual thoracic CT scan: lung cancer or not? Assessment of
individuals with pulmonary nodules: When is lung cancer? Michael C. Gould et al. Chest. 2013 May; 143(5 Suppl): e93S-e120S. BTS Guidelines for the Investigation and Management of Pulmonary Nodules 1. McMahon H, Austin JH, Gamsu G et al. Guidelines for the management of small pulmonary
nodules are found on CT: a statement from the Fleishner Society. Radiology. 2005;237 (2): 395-400. doi:10.1148/radiol.2372041887 - Pubmed citation2. Nyadic DP, Banje A.A., McMahon H et al. Recommendations for the management of subsolid pulmonary nodules found in CT: statement of the
Fleishner Society. Radiology. 2013;266 (1): 304-17. doi:10.1148/radiol.12120628 - Pubmed citation3. Truong MT, Co JP, Rossi SE et al Update in the evaluation of the solitary pulmonary nodules. Radiographic. 2014;34 (6): 1658-79. doi:10.1148/rg.346130092 - Pubmed citation4. MacMahon H, Naidich
DP, Goo JM, Lee KS, Leung AN, Mayo JR, Mehta AC, Ohno Y, Powell CA, Prokop M, Rubin GD, Schaefer-Prokop CM, Travis WD, Wang Shiel PE, Bankier AA. Guidelines for the management of random pulmonary nodules found in CT images: From the Fleishner Society 2017. Radiology.
doi:10.1148/radiol.2017161659 - Pubmed 5. Bueno J, Landeras L, Chung JH. Updated Flashner Society Guidelines for Random Pulmonary Nodules Management: General Issues and Complex Scenarios. (2018) Radiographic : Review publication of the Radiological Society of North America, Inc. 38 (5):
1337-1350. doi:10.1148/rg.2018180017 - Pubmed Bankier AA, MacMahon H, Goo JM, Rubin GD, Schaefer-Prokop CM, Naidich DP. Recommendations for measuring pulmonary nodules at CT: Statement of the Fleishner Society. (2017) Radiology. 285 (2): 584-600. doi:10.1148/radiol.2017162894 Pubmed 7. Gould MK, Donington J, Lynch WR, Mazzone PJ, Midthun DE, Naidich DP, Spoon RS. Assessment of individuals with pulmonary nodules: when is lung cancer? Diagnosis and Management of Lung Cancer, 3rd ED: American College of Chest Physicians based on evidence-based clinical
practice guidelines. (2013) Breast. 143 (5 Suppl): e93S-e120S. doi:10.1378/chest.12-2351 - Pubmed INSTRUCTIONSUse in patients ≥35 years with random pulmonary nodules on CT images. Do not use lung cancer screening or in patients with known primary cancer or immunosuppression. Use the
most suspicious site as a management guide. Patients ≥35 years with random pulmonary nodules on CT. Do not use lung cancer screening or in patients with known primary cancer or immunosuppression. The random pulmonary nodules in the image can be challenging to evaluate. These guidelines
provide a generally accepted basis for governance. Please fill in the necessary fields. Heber McMahon, MB, BCh, is Head of The Thoracic Radiology Section and Professor of Radiology at the University of Chicago Medicine. He is also a leader in the University of Chicago Comprehensive Cancer Center
Advanced Imaging Program. Dr. McMahon's initial research focuses on thoracic diagnostic radiology, lung cancer detection and computer diagnostics. To view Dr. Heber McMahon's publications, visit PubMedHave's reviews of this calculator? Calculator? fleischner guidelines for lung nodules 2017
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